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1. INTRODUCTION 
If G is a finite group and A is a group of automorphisms of G then A 
is said to act fixed-point-freely on G if C,(A) = 1 (C,(A) is the set of 
elements of G left fixed by all elements of A). A well-known theorem of 
Thompson states that in this situation, if A has prime order then G is 
nilpotent. In the general case, it is conjectured that if either A is cyclic or 
(ICI, ]A]) = 1 then G is soluble. 
Various solutions of this conjecture have.been obtained assuming A has 
a particular structure. For example, Martineau [7, 81 has settled the 
conjecture when A is elementary abelian, Rickman [ 111 has considered A 
cyclic of prime square order, and Ralston [lo], Pettet [9], and Rowley 
[12] have solved the case when A is abelian of square-free xponent rs 
(r and s primes). 
In this paper we consider a further case of the general fixed-point-free 
conjecture and prove the following theorem and corollary. 
THEOREM 1.1. Let G be a finite group admitting a soluble fixed-point- 
free group of automorphisms A such that ( 1 GI, IA I) = 1. Suppose Z(A) 
contains an elementary abeh’an subgroup B of order r2 (r a prime). Zf C,(u) 
is soluble for each tl E B’ and C,(B) is a p-group for some odd prime p, then 
G is soluble. 
COROLLARY 1.2. Let G be a finite group admitting a fixed-point-free 
group of automorphisms A with A isomorphic to H, x Zr2 (r a prime). Let B 
be the elementary abelian subgroup of A of order r2 and suppose Co(B) is a 
p-group for some odd prime p. Then G is soluble. 
The corollary follows directly from Theorem 1.1. For, as A is an r-group 
acting fixed-point-freely on G, (IG], I Al ) = 1 and also if tl E B# then A 
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induces a fixed-point-free group of automorphisms of C,(a) of order at 
most r2 and so C,(a) is soluble by the above results of Thompson, 
Martineau, and Rickman. 
If G is a minimal counterexample to Theorem 1.1 then there exist 
A-invariant Sylow II- and p-subgroups, L and M say, with LM# ML. We 
make a detailed study of the maximal A-invariant (1, p}-subgroups of G. 
The main result of Section 2 dealing with this situation is that there are 
only two such subgroups. These local arguments are continued in 
Section 3, where we obtain information concerning the action of certain 
elements of B on L and M. 
In Sections 4 and 5, by making use of the local results obtained in 
Sections 2 and 3, we determine the “global” A-invariant structure of G. The 
proof of Theorem 1.1 is completed in Section 6. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
With few exceptions our notation will agree with that of Gorenstein’s 
book [4] and all groups considered are assumed to be finite. 
The first two results record mostly well-known facts concerning groups 
which admit a coprime group of automorphisms. 
(2.1) Let G be a finite group admitting a soluble group of automorphisms 
A with ([Cl, [AI)= 1. Then for each pox we have 
(i) A leaves invariant some Sylow p-subgroup of G. 
(ii) Any two A-invariant Sylow p-subgroups of G are conjugate by an 
element of C,(A). 
(iii) Any A-invariant p-subgroup of G is contained in an A-invariant 
Sylow p-subgroup of G. 
(iv) If G is soluble then, for each set of primes rt, G contains an 
A-invariant Hall n-subgroup, any two of which are conjugate by an element 
of G(A). 
For a proof of (i)-(iii) see [4, Theorem 6.2.21. The proof of (iv) is the 
same as that of (i) and (ii) due to P. Hall’s extended Sylow theorem for 
soluble groups [4, Theorem 6.4.11. 
Remark. If in (2.1), C,(A) = 1 then 
(i) G has a unique A-invariant Sylow p-subgroup which contains 
every A-invariant p-subgroup of G. 
(ii) If G is soluble then G has a unique A-invariant Hall n-subgroup 
which must contain every A-invariant n-subgroup of G. Hence, if P and Q 
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are respectively the A-invariant Sylow p, q-subgroups of G then PQ = QP. 
Also, if G = HK, where H, K are A-invariant subgroups of G, (IHI, (KI ) = 1 
and B< Z(A) then C,(B) = C,(B)C,(S). 
(2.2) Let G be a~n~te group adrn~tt~~g a group of automorph~sms A with 
WI, IAl)= 1. 
(i) G = C,(A)[G, A]. 
(ii) [[G, A], A] = [G, A J is an A-invariant normal subgroup of G. 
{iii) If N is a normal A-invariant subgroup of G then Co,,(A) = 
Cot A )N/N. 
(iv) If A is an elementary abelian r-group of order r2 (r a prime), then 
for all A-invariant subgroups H of G 
H= (C,(a)la~A~) and Cd-4 I= C,ta, 1 n C,(Q) 
whenever A = (a,, e2). Further, if H is any A-invariant nilpotent subgroup 
of G and Co(A)= 1, then 
(where a0 E A ). 
(v) suppose G is a ni~otenr group with H a subgroup of G. Zf 
C,(H) 6 HG C,(A) then G = C,(A). 
(vi) If G = HK, where H and K are A-invariant subgroups of G with 
KdC,(A), then [G, A] < H and [H, A ‘J = [G, A] (1G. Further, if 
C,(A)= 1 then HaG. 
For a proof of (iii) and the first part of (iv) see [4, Chap. 6, Sect.21; 
(i) follows from (iii) and [4, Theorem 2.2.13 and (ii) follows from (i). The 
assertion about [H, tr,,] in (iv) is proved in Lemma 2.9 of [9] and noting 
that C,(a) = [C,(U), crO] (by (i) and the fixed-point-free action of A). To 
prove (v) note that H x A acts on G and so the proof of Theorem 5.3.4 of 
[43 applies; (vi) is straightforward. 
We gather together certain results and definitions from [9 3 which will be 
particularly useful. 
(2.3) [9, Lemma 2.71. Let H be a finite soluble group admitting a 
coprime automorph~sm a of prime order. Suppose H= MN& N, where M 
and N are a-invuriant subgroups of H with (j&f\, /NI ) = 1. If M centralizes 
C,(E) then [[M, u], N] = 1 unless 2~n(M) and jaf is Fermat prime. 
If H is a group which admits a group of automorphisms B, then define 
B(H) = (a E B j a has prime order and C,(a) = 1). 
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(2.4) [9, Lemma 2.101. Let A be a fixed-point-free abelian group of 
automorphisms of G such that (ICI, 1 Al ) = 1. Let p be a prime divisor of ICI 
with P the corresponding A-invariant Sylow subgroup and assume that 
A(P) = A. If either p is odd or G is p-soluble then G has a normal 
p-complement. 
The following transfer theorem of Glauberman [3] will be needed in 
Section 5. 
(2.5) Let G be a finite group and P be a Sylow p-subgroup of G, p an 
odd prime. Then 
PnG’=(PnN,(K)‘Il#KcharP). 
The following weak closure result of M. J. Collins [I] will be used in 
Section 6 (for a proof see [ 11, Lemma 3.21). 
(2.6) Let G be a finite group, p an odd prime, and P a Sylow p-subgroup 
of G. Suppose W < Z(P), W 3 NG( J(P)), and p - 1 does not divide 
I No( W) : Co( W)l. Then W is weakly closed in P with respect to G. 
(2.7) Let G be a soluble group which admits a coprime elementary 
abelian r-group of automorpisms B (r a prime). Suppose G = JH, where J 
and H are B-invariant subgroups of G with (I JI, I HI ) = 1. Then 
(a) If H d G, H is nilpotent, J normalizes a B-invariant subgroup K of 
H, and either 
(i) C,(B)<Kand (a~BlCa(cr)<K)=B, or 
(ii) C,(/I)<Kfor some /?EB#, 
then [J, H] < K. 
(b) If H has odd order a E B# and C,(a) = 1 then O,(G)Js G, where 
rt = R(H). Further, if H < G’ then H a G. 
(c) Zf H has odd order and B(J) = B then H = C,(B)O,(G), where 
n = n(H). 
Proof: (a) A variant of the proof of [12, (2.26)] yields this result. 
(b) 
- - 
Let G = G/O,(G) and let H, J denote respectively the images of 
H, J in G. Since O,.(G) ,< .7, Co,.(o)(a) = 1, and applying (2.3) with R and 
O,(G), replacing M and N respectively ields [ [& a], O,.(G)] = 1. Since 
C&O,.(G)) 6 O,(G), [& a] = 1. So R= C,(a) and as Cda) = 1, Jd G by 
(2.2)(vi). Whence O,(G)Jg G. 
Now let E/O,(G) J = (G/O,(G) J)‘. Then G/E is abelian and so G’ < E. 
481/127/2-12 
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Therefore, if H < G’ then H < E, but also J 6 E whence E = G. It follows 
that O,(G)J= G so that H = O,(G) a G. 
(c) Let B= (B1, . . . . Bk), where C,(fi,) = h.. = C,(a,)= 1. Then if 
G= G/O,(G) and R= H/~*(G) the argument of(b) yields that E= C&3,) 
for each i= 1, . . . . k. Hence R= CR(S) and H= C,(B)O,(G). 
We will also need the following. 
(2.8) [2, Corollary 1 of Theorem 31. Let G be a finite group which 
admists a soluble group of automorphisms A with (ICI, 1 Al) = 1. Then any 
two elements of Co(A) that are conjugate in G are in fact conjugate in 
CfAA )* 
We now begin the proof of theorem 1.1. If G is a minimal counterxample 
to Therem 1.1 then G has the property that every proper A-invariant 
subgroup of G is soluble and G contains no non-trivial proper A-invariant 
normal subgroup. Also G contains a unique A-invariant Sylow &subgroup 
for each prime divisor J of JGI. If these A-invariant Sylow subgroups are 
pairwise permutable then by P. Hall’s characterization of soluble groups 
[4, Theorem 64.51, G is soluble. So G contains non-pe~uting A-invariant 
Sylow subgroups, L and M corresponding to the primes 2, and p say. We 
begin to determine information about G by quoting certain results that 
have been obtained concerning the maximal A-invariant (A, p)-subgroups 
of G. Due to a situation that arises in Section 5, it is convenient o consider 
these results under the following hypothesis. 
HYPOTHESIS 2.9. G is a finite non-soluble group which admits a soluble 
group of automorphisms A with (JGI, 1 Al ) = 1. Every proper A-invariant sub- 
group of G is soluble and G contains no non-trivial proper A-invariant normal 
subgroup. Let i, and p be prime divisors of IGI and suppose G contains unique 
A-invariant Sylow 1, ~-subgroups, L and M say. Furthermore assume that 
either 
(i) C,(A) = C,,,,(A) = 1, or 
(ii) 1 and p are both odd. 
For the remainder of this section we assume Hypothesis 2.9. Let X be the 
largest A-invariant subgroup of L such that MX= XM and Y be the largest 
A-invariant subgroup of M such that LY = YL. Let %I(%, p) be the set of 
maximal A-invariant (A, p )-subgroups of G (note that { LY, MX) E 
!JJZ(J, ,u)). If H is a soluble A-invariant subgroup of G, then using (2.1), H 
contains a unique A-invariant Hall (1, p}-subgroup, which will be denoted 
by ffn,fi- Also let Hi and H, denote respectively the unique A-invariant 
Sylow R, p-subgroups of H (observe that H,,, = Hi HP). 
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For a proof of the following see, for example, [6, X, 11.2). 
(2.10) rf H~Illl@,p), E is an A-invariant subgroup of F(H) with 
O,(E)#l #O,(E) and E~KE’!UI(~,~), then K--H. 
(2.11) Let H be an A-invariant (A, p}-subgroup of G. Then 
HA = O,(H)C,(Z(H,))N,(J(H,)). 
Proof: Let if= H/O~(H~ and RF = H~O~(H)jU~(H). Then clearly R is 
soluble, Rfi E Syl,(R), and O,(R) = O,(B) = 1; also either A acts fixed- 
point-freely on H or R has odd order (in particular, no section of R is 
isomorphic to SL(2, ,u)). Hence, by the factorization theorem [6, X, IO.121 
of Glauberman or [6, X, lO.S] of Thompson, 
The proof may now be completed as in [6, X, 11.51. 
(2.12) L=OA(LY)X and M=O,(MX)Y; hence if LMfML then 
O,(LY) # 1 # O,(Mx3. 
A proof for (2.12) may be obtained by using (2.11) at the appropriate 
places in Lemma 3.9 of [lo]. 
(2.13) El% (2.17~(iii)]. rf O,(LY) # 1 # U,(MX) then LM= ML. 
(2.14) [12, Lemma3.11. Suppose LMfML. Z~O,(LY)~HE%?Z(&~) 
then H=LYandifO,(MX)<K~%R(L,~) then K=MX. 
Let %(A, ,u) = !JJI(& P) - (LY, MX). 
If I3 is a finite abelian group we define Q,(B) = (b E BI bJ’ = 1 for some 
prime p ). 
(2.15) [12, Lemma 3.21. Suppose LM#ML, HfliJl(il,p), and that ;1 is 
odd. Then O,(Z(A)) centralizes Z(O,,(H) n Y). 
Suppose now that Z(A) contains an elementary abelian r-subgroup of B 
of order r2 for some prime r. If in (2.15), C,(B) = 1, then B acts trivially 
and axed-point-freely on Z(O,,,(H) n Y) so that Z(O,,(H) n Y) = 1. 
Therefore, as in [12, Lemma 3.31, we have 
(2.16) Suppose LM# ML, 1 is odd, and C,(B)= 1, then I%%(& p)i =2. 
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3. THE STRUCTURE OF LY AND MX 
Assume Hypothesis 2.9 and retain the notation of Section 2. In this 
section we obtain information about the action of certain elements of B on 
L and M when LM # ML. 
LEMMA 3.1. Suppose LMZML, I!JJl(A, p)j =2, and C,(B)= 1. If Y# 1 
then for some a, E B#, M = CM(a,,). 
Proof. Note that as I%lI(& p)I = 2, if K is a proper A-invariant subgroup 
of G then either KnL<Xor Kn M< Y. 
As LM # ML, Y # M and so C,,,(a,J 4 Y for some a0 E B# by (2.2)(iv). 
Consequently C,( aO) 6 X. 
Suppose C,(p) < X for some BE B- (aO), We will use (2.7)(a) with Y, 
O1(LY), and OA(L Y) n X replacing J, H, and K, respectively. Since 
[O,(LY)nX, Y]<O,(LY)nXY=O,(LY)nX, YnormalizesO~(LY)nX. 
Clearly Ol(LY)YnC,(B)<O,(LY)nX and (aEBIOA(LY)nC,(a)< 
On(LY) n X) = B. By (2.7)(a), [O,(LY), Y] < O,(LY) n X and so 
OA(LY) = (O,(LY) n X)CoicLyj( Y) by (2.2)(i). Since L = OA(LY)X by 
(2.12) and X# L, O,(LY) 4 X. Consequently CoI(LyJ Y) 4 X and in 
particular NJ Y) 4 X. Since Y # 1 by assumption, this implies that 
N,(Y) < Y. However, as M is a p-group, this gives M= Y, a contradiction. 
Thus C,(p) 4 X for all j E B- (aO) and hence C,(j) < Y for all 
PEB- <aoh 
For DEB- (ao), (O,(LY)C,(/?)nC,(a,))<O,(LY)nXand applying 
(2.7)(a) with C,(b), OA(LY) and O,(LY)n X replacing J, H, and K, 
respectively, yields that [O,(LY), C,(p)] < OA(LY) nX. By (2.2)(iv), 
CM ad= (CM(P) IBE B- (a,,) >, therefore [OA(LY), CM a,11 < OALY) 
n X and so O,(LY) = (O,(LY) n X)CoIcLyj( [M, a,]) by (2.2)(i). As 
Ol.(LY) & x c ol~Ly#K ad S X. 
Suppose CM, a,,] # 1. Then, as M= N,([M, a,,]) & Y, NJ[M, a,,]) 
<X. In particular Coicrrj([M, ao]) < X, contrary to the previous 
paragraph. Thus [M, aO] = 1. 
Most of the argument in the following lemma is from [ 12, Lemma 4.31. 
LEMMA 3.2. Suppose LM# ML, I!lJi(A, p)I = 2, and I is odd. If 
O,(MX)#l thenfor some a,EB, LY=C,,JaO). 
Proof: Since (see (2.12)) O,(MX) # 1 # O,(MX) and O,(MX) 
(O,(MX)n Y)<LYnMX, O,(MX)n Y= 1 by (2.10). As LM#ML, 
Xf L and so N= NL(X) > X. Hence for some a, E BY, C,(a,) 4~ X by 
(2.2)(iv). 
Consequently Cda0) G Y and therefore O,WX) n G(ad < 
O,(MX) n Y= 1. Applying (2.3) to XOJMX) we have [[X, a,,], OJMX)] 
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= 1. If [X, a,,] # 1 then as O,(MX) < N,( [X, ao])i,fl and OJMX) n Y = 1, 
NJ [X, c~,J)~,, 4 LY. Therefore N,( [X, ao])I,r < MX and in particular, as 
C,(q) < NG( [X, a,]), CN(a,,) < X, contrary to the choice of cq,. Thus 
[X, ao] = 1. 
As O,(MX) # 1 and OJMX) < CG(O,(MX))A,,, Co(OA(MX)),, < MX. 
In particular, as C,(X) < C,(O,(MX)), C,(X) < X, whence L = C,(aJ by 
(2.2)(v). Now [Y, aO] < O,(LY) by (2,2)(vi) and since O,(LY)= 1 by 
(2.13), [Y, a,,] = 1. 
LEMMA 3.3. Suppose LM # ML and C,(B) is a l-group with A odd. Then 
I!JJl(A,,u)( =2 and 
(a) if O,(MX) # 1 then Y= 1, X= N,(M), L = C,(a,), and 
C,(ao) = 1 for some a0 E B#; 
(b) ifY#l then O,(MX)= 1, X=C,(B)=N,(M), and M=CM(ao) 
for some age B#. 
Proof We have ]!M(n, n)] = 2 by (2.16). 
(a) Suppose O,(MX) # 1. By Lemma 3.2, LY= CLy(ao) for some 
ctO~ B#. If Y # 1 then M= C&a,) for some a, E B# by Lemma 3.1. But 
then Y6C,(a,)nC,(a,) so that (aO) = (aI) as C,(B)= 1, whence 
LM = G(ao)A,, = ML. Thus Y= 1 and so C,(aO) = 1. Since L = C,(a,) 
and C,(a,) = 1, X= N,(M) by (2.2)(vi). 
(b) Suppose Y# 1. By (a), O,(MX) = 1. By Lemma 3.1, M= C,(a,) 
for some CAKE B#. Since C,,,,(B) = 1, C,(p) = 1 for PE B- (~1~). Applying 
(2.3) to XO,(MX) we have [[X, p], O,(MX)] = 1. Therefore, as MX is 
soluble and O,(MX) = 1, [X, fi] < OJMX). It follows that [X, 81 = 1 for 
all /DEB- (ao) and so X<C,(B). As C,(B)<CL(aO)<X in fact 
X= C,(B). Finally, X= N,(M) by (2.2)(vi). 
LEMMA 3.4. Suppose LM # ML and C,(B) is a A-group with A odd. Then 
X= N,(M) and either B(M) = B or B(M) = ( a0 ) for some a0 E B#. If 
B(M) = (ao) then L = C,(a,) while if B(M) = B and O,(MX) = 1 then 
X= C,(B). 
Proof: If O,(MX) # 1 then X= N,(M), L = C,(a,), and C,(ao) = 1 for 
some a0 E BX, by Lemma 3.3(a). As C,(a,)= 1 either B(M)= (ao) or 
B(M) = B and the lemma holds. If Y # 1 then O,(MX) = 1, X= C,(B), and 
N,(M) and M= C,(a,) for some a,E B#, by Lemma 3.3(b). Clearly 
B(M) = B and again the lemma holds. 
We may therefore suppose O,(MX) = 1 = Y. For some aOE B”, 
CL(ao) & X (using (2.2)(iv)) and so C,(a,)= 1. Applying (2.3) to 
XOJMX) yields [[X, ao], O,(MX)] = 1 and so, as MX is soluble and 
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O,(MX) = 1, X= C,(Q). Hence X=N,(M) by (2.2)(vi). As C,(cr,)= 1 
either B(M) = (aO) or B(M) = B. If B(M) = (a,,) so that C,&?) # 1 for all 
PfB- (a,) then, as Y=l, C,(j3)<X<C,(a,) for all BEB- (aO), 
whence L = C,(a,). While, if B(M) = B so that C,(b) = 1 for some 
BEB- (a@) then, as above, X= C&3), hence X= C,(B) and the lemma 
holds. 
LEMMA 3.5. Suppose LM # ML and C,(B) = C,(B) = 1. Then I!t.lI(n, ,u)I 
= 2 and with 1, u interchanged if necessary one of the following holds: 
(a) X= 1, Y=N,(1;), M= C,(aO), and B(L)= (ao) for some 
aoEB#; 
(b) X= Y=l and B(L)=B(M)=B. 
Proof. We have ]m(n, cl)/ = 2 by (2.16). 
Suppose Yf 1. Then M= C,(a,) for some a,EB# by Lemma 3.1. Since 
C,,,(B) = 1, C,(p) = 1 for all fi E B- (aO), in particular B(M) = 8. Apply- 
ing (2.4) to MX yields XaMX. If X# 1 then MX<N,(X),, and the 
maximality of MX forces X = NL(X) so that X= L, a contradiction. Thus 
x= 1. 
Since M= C&a,), C,(a,)<X= 1. Now Y=N,(L) by (2.2)(vi). If 
C,(p) = 1 for some fi E B - (ao) the applying (2.4) to I;Y yields Y 3 LY. 
This implies, however, that Y = M, a contradiction. Hence B(L) = (aO) 
and (a) holds. 
If X# 1 then in the same way (a) holds with Iz, ,U interchange. We may 
therefore suppose X= Y = 1. 
By (2.2)(iv), C,(a,) # 1 for some a,-,E B# and C,(a,) # 1 for some 
a,EB#. Therefore C,(ol,)= 1 and C,(a,,)=l. Choose a,EB- (a,)u 
(ai); then either C,(a,)= 1 or C,(a,)= 1. By interchanging J., p if 
necessary we may suppose C,(a,) = 1, so that B(M) = B. As C,(a,) = 1 
either B(L) = ( aO) or B(L) = B. The latter case yields (b), while B(L) = 
(aO) implies C,(p)= 1 for all #IEB- (a*) so that M= C,(a,) by 
(2.2)(iv) and (a) holds. 
This concludes our results dealing with the structure of LY and MX. We 
now consider the following hypothesis, the properties of which are 
evidently those of a minimal counterexample to Theorem 1.1. 
HYPOTHESIS 3.6. G is a finite non-soluble group which admits a soluble 
fixed-point-free group of automorphisms A with ( 1 GI, 1 Al ) = 1. Every proper 
A-invariant subgroup of G is soluble and G contains no non-trivial proper 
A-invariant normal subgroup. Furthermore, suppose that Z(A) contains an 
elementary abelian r-subgroup B of order r2 for some prime r and assume 
that Co(B) is a p-group for some odd prime p. 
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Remark. It is clear that if Hypothesis 3.6 is satisfied then for each pair 
of primes 1, p of R(G), Hypothesis 2.9 is satisfied. 
Fix q,=n(G)- {p}. 
LEMMA 3.7. Assume Hypothesis 3.6. Then for some 1, p E q,, LM # ML. 
Proof: Suppose the lemma is false. Then G has an A-invariant 
p-complement, H say. So G = PH, where P is the A-invariant Sylow 
p-subgroup of G, and ([PI, IHJ) = 1. We define 
A,= (/wrOIPM#MP} and A,= {/.wc,IPM=MP}. 
By Hall’s theorem [4, Theorem 6.451, A, # @. Let D, and D, be respec- 
tively the A-invariant Hall A,, AZ-subgroups of H, then H = D, D2. By 
definition of AZ, PD, = D, P -c G. 
If p E A 1 then by Lemma 3.4, either B(M) = B or B(M) = (cq,) for some 
cr,EB# and in the latter case P= C,(q). However, by (2.2)(vi), if 
P = CP(crO) then [G, cl01 < H so that G has a proper non-trivial A-invariant 
normal subgroup. Thus B(M) = B for all p E Al. 
Applying (2.4) to H we see that for each p E Al, M has a normal 
p-complement. It follows that D, is normalized by D, and that D, is 
nilpotent. Now (Dy ) = (DF1(pD2)) = (DC”*) < (PD,) < G. Therefore, as 
(DE) is an A-invariant normal subgroup of G, (Df ) = 1 and so D2 = 1. 
Hence G = PD, is a product of two coprime nilpotent groups. By [S, 
p. 680 3, G is soluble. This contradiction establishes the lemma. 
We close this section with the following additional notation: if G 
satisfies Hypothesis 3.6 with L and M respectively the A-invariant Sylow 
A, p-subgroups of G, then define PL(M) to be the largest A-invariant sub- 
group of L which is permutable with M (so $PL(M) = X and sF~(L) = Y). 
4. FURTHER PROPERTIES OF LY AND MA' 
Our goal in the present section is a proof of the following result. 
LEMMA 4.1. Assume Hypothesis 3.6. Let 2, p E rc,, and suppose LM# 
ML. Then gL(M) = 9$,(L) = 1 and B(L) = B(M) = B. 
That is, we show that for two non-permuting A-invariant Sylow 
subgroups of G, Lemma 3.5(a) does not hold. To this end assume 
Hypothesis 3.6, fix U, v E q, u E B#, and suppose 
UV# vu, %/(V = 1, @L(U) = N,(U) 
V = C,(a) and B(U)= (a) 
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(where U and V are the corresponding A-invariant Sylow u, ~-subgroups 
of G); that is, we assume U and V satisfy Lemma 3.5(a). 
By partitioning the set of primes 7~~ and making use of the local results 
in Section 3 we can construct “large” A-invariant Hall subgroups. This 
leads to a decomposition of G into the product of two coprime A-invariant 
Hall subgroups. 
Let P denote the A-invariant Sylow p-subgroup of G and let L and M 
denote respectively the A-invariant Sylow A, p-subgroups of G, I, p E no. 
We define 
K, = {aE8~IL=C,(a)} and =2= {~-kJLfGW), 
A,= fdEK*IB(L)#B) and A,= (ht*/B(L)=B); 
observe that OEX, and UE~,. 
LEMMA 4.2. G contains soluble A-invariant Hall 1~,, A 1, and 
A,-subgroups H,, D,, and I),, respectively. Furthermore H, = C,,(a) is 
nilpotent and D, < N,(U). 
Proof: It suffices to show that if {A, p> c x1, A,, or A2 then LM= ML. 
If (1, p} EX~ then LM= ML, as (L, M) <C,(a). Clearly HI = C,,,(a) 
and H, is nilpotent as any p E B - (a} acts fixed-point-freely on H, . 
If {A, p} c A, then it is obvious that neither (a) nor (b) of Lemma 3.5 
can hold, so LA4 = ML. 
Finally, suppose {A, /J > c A,. If LUf UL then by Lemma 3.5, as 
B(U)= (a), L = C,(E), contrary to the assumption that AE A,c nz. 
Therefore LU = UL and applying (2.4) to LU yields L < NG( U). Similarly 
M < N,(U), whence LM = ML and D, < NG( U). 
LEMMA 4.3. If 2 E rc2 then L V # VL. 
Proof. Suppose to the contrary that LV= VL. Since V= C,(E), 
B(V) = B. Applying (2.4) to LV yields V< N,(L); hence also 
V< N,([L, a]). Therefore, as [L, a] # 1 and 9$,(V) = 1, NJ [L, a]) = 1. 
As IE~ either ,IEA, or SEA, and so LU=UL by Lemma4.2. For 
fi~B-- (a), a acts fixed-point-freely on C,(lp)O,(LU) (B(U)= (a)). 
Therefore C,(/I)O,( (LU) is nilpotent and so O,(LU) centralizes 
(CLfB)IP~B-(a)). BY WJ)(iv), (C,(8)IBEB-(a))=EL,al. Thus 
O,(LU) < N,( [L, a]) = 1 by the previous paragraph and O,(LU) = 1. 
As B acts fixed-point-freely on LU, LU/F(LU) is nilpotent by a theorem 
of Ward [ 133. Therefore, as O,(LU) = 1, U d N,(L). However, I’< N,(L) 
also, which implies UV = VU, a contradiction, Thus L V # VL. 
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We are now able to construct a soluble A-invariant Hall q-subgroup 
H,=D,D,. 
LEMMA 4.4. G contains a soluble A-invariant Hall n,-subgroup, H, = 
D, D,. Furthermore C,,(a) = 1 and H, is nilpotent. 
Proof: Let 1 E x2, then LI’# VL by Lemma 4.3. By Lemma 3.5, as 
V= C,(a), either B(L) = (a) and so C,(a) = 1 or (b) of Lemma 3.5 holds 
and in particular 9$(V) = 1 so that C,(a) = 1. In either case we have 
C,(a) = 1 for all 1 E 7r2. 
Now C,,(a) = 1 and hence D, is nilpotent. As UE A,, D, < NJU). But 
also D, < NG( U) by Lemma 4.2. Thus D, D, = D,D, = H, is the soluble 
A-invariant Hall rc,-subgroup of G. By the previous paragraph C,,(a) = 1 
and hence H3 is nilpotent. 
LEMMA 4.5. The following hold: 
(a) P# C,(a) and PH, # H,P. 
(b) PD1=D,PandO,,(PD,)=l. 
(c) D, # 1 and PD, # DzP. 
(d) Zf PM# MP then 9$(M) = C,(B) = N,(M). 
(e) C,(B) G NoPI 1. 
Proof: (a) If P = C,(a) put I = PH, and J= H,, while if PH, = H2 P 
put Z= H, and J= PH,. In either case G = ZJ, I< C,(a), and J < G. By 
(2.2)(vi), [G, a] <J so that G has a proper non-trivial A-invariant normal 
subgroup, a contradiction which proves (a). 
(b) Let PEA, then by Lemma4.4, CM(a)= 1 and so B(M)= (a). If 
PA4# A4P then by Lemma 3.4, P= C,(a), contrary to (a). So PM= MP 
and as p is an arbitrary prime of A, we have PD, = D, P. 
Clearly P < N,(O,,(PD,)), but also, as H, is nilpotent (Lemma 4.4), 
H2 < N,(O,.(PD,)). If O,,(PD,) # 1 then PH, = H,P, contrary to (a), so 
O,.(PD,) = 1. 
(c) Since PD, = D, P, PH, # H,P, and H,= D, D, it follows that 
Da#l and PD,#D,P. 
(d) Suppose PM#MP and let X=9$(M). If O,(MX) # 1 then 
P= C,(aO) for some aOE B# by Lemma 3.3. By (2.2)(vi), CD,, ao] < 
O,.(PD,) = 1. However, for 1 E A,, B(L)= (a) so that L# C,(a,) (for 
otherwise B(L)= B). Thus O,(MX) = 1. As PM#MP and PD1 = D, P 
either p E n, or p E x1 and hence B(M) = B. Now Lemma 3.2 yields (d). 
(e) By (c), PM # MP for some p E A2 and PP(M) = C,(B) = N,(M) 
by (d). Therefore, as D, = N,,(M), C,(B)D, is the A-invariant Hall 
A, u {p}-subgroup of N,(M). So C,(B) < No(D,) by (2.2)(vi). 
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We can now show that PH, = H, P and hence G is a product of two 
coprime A-invariant Hall subgroups, namely PH, and H,. 
LEMMA 4.6. PH, = H, P. 
Prooj Suppose the lemma is false. Then PM # MP for some 1-1 E R r . By 
Lemma 4.5(d), 9$(M) = C,(B), therefore, as M= C,(a), C,(a) <9$(M) = 
CAB). 
We shall apply (2.7)(a) to O,(PD,)D,. Since C,(B)<N&D,) 
(Lemma 4.5(e)), [O,(PD,) n C,(B), D,] = 1. Also by the first paragraph 
and the fact that C,,(a)= 1 (Lemma 4.4), O,(PD,)D, n C,(a)< 
O,(PD,) n C,(B). Using (2.7)(a) with I),, O,(PD,), and O,(PD,) n C,(B) 
replacing J, H, and K, respectively, we obtain [ O,( PD, ), Dl ] < O,(PD 1) n 
C,(B). In addition, as [O,(PD,)nC,(B), D,] = 1, we in fact have 
[O,(PD,), Di] = 1 using (2.2)(ii). This implies, however, that D, = 1 (since 
O,.(PD,) = 1 by Lemma 4S(ii)), a contradiction as u Ed,. The lemma is 
proved. 
LEMMA 4.7. If ,I E x1 and p E 7~~ then LM # ML and &(M) = $2&(L) = 1. 
Proof. Let il E rri and suppose first that p E A,. As B(M) = B, if 
LM = ML then M < N,(L) by (2.4). But also Y< N,(L), as ( I’, L) < H, 
and H, is nilpotent (Lemma 4.2). Therefore MV= I/M, contrary to 
Lemma 4.3. Thus LM # ML and P’(M) = 9$,(L) = 1 by Lemma 3.5. 
Now suppose p E A,. Let v E A, and N be the A-invariant Sylow 
v-subgroup of G. Then N< N,(M) as (M, N) < H2 and H2 is nilpotent 
(Lemma 4.3). If LM= ML then L < N,(M) by (2.2)(vi), as L = CL(a) and 
C,,,(a) = 1, and so LN= NL, contrary to the first paragraph. Thus 
LM # ML and PM(L) = 1 and Y’(M) = N,(M) by Lemma 3.5. As 
N,< N,(M), N,(M) < PL(iV) = 1 by the first paragraph. Thus pL(M) = 1 
and the lemma is proved. 
COROLLARY 4.8. Let 1 E 7c1 and 11~ 7r2. If K is a soluble A-invariant 
subgroup of G then either K n L = 1 or K n M = 1. 
Proof: The result follows by Lemma 4.7 since either Kn L < 9’,,(M) or 
Kn M<gM(L). 
We may now complete the proof of Lemma 4.1. 
Proof of Lemma 4.1. Suppose the lemma is false. Then the assumption 
of this section holds. By Lemma 4.5(b), O,,(PD,)= 1. In particular PD, 
does not have a normal p-complement. By the Glauberman-Thompson 
normal p-complement theorem NpD,(ZJ(P)) does not have a normal 
p-complement and in particular N,,(ZJ(P)) # 1. Hence N,,(ZJ(P)) = 1 
by Corollary 4.8 and again by the Glauberman-Thompson normal 
p-complement heorem H, _a PH, (PH, = H, P by Lemma 4.6). 
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Now consider the group O,(PDr)H, k H,. For /IE B- (a), C,,(p) = 1 
and (2.3) yields [ [O,(PD,), j?], H,] = 1. Clearly C,,(p) normalizes 
[O,(PD,), p], thus we have 
Since C,,(p) # 1, it follows, using Corollary 4.8, that [OJPD,), /?I = 1. 
Thus O,(PD,) < C,(B) and then D, _a U,(PD,)Dr by (2.2)(vi). Therefore 
D, centralizes O,(PD,) and so must be trivial (since O,.(PD,) = I by 
Lemma 4.5(b) so that CP,,,(Op(PDI))< OJPD,)). This, however, is a 
contradiction, which completes the proof of the lemma. 
5. GLOBAL ~-INVARIANT STRUCTUREOF G 
Assume Hypothesis 3.4 and let P be the A-invariant Sylow p-subgroup 
of G. For J,p~q,, let L, h4 be the corresponding A-invariant Sylow 
subgroups of G. 
LEMMA 5.1. For each 1 E zo, there exists p E no such that LMf ML. 
Proof: By Lemma 3.7, UV # VU for some u, v E x0 and the result is 
obvious if 1~ {u, u>. Suppose then that A$ fu, u>. By Lemma 4.1, 
B(U)=B(V)=B. Therefore, if LU=UL and LV=VL then U=N,(L) 
and V=N,(L) by (2.4). But then UV= VU=N,(L),,,, contrary to the 
choice of u and v. Hence either LU # UL or LV# VL and the result is 
immediate. 
Using Lemma 4.1 we have as a corollary 
COROLLARY 5.2. For all 3, E no, B(L) = B. 
LEMMA 5.3. If K is an A-invariant p’-subgroup of G then K is nilpotent. 
Proo$ Clearly K is a soluble A-invariant subgroup of G and C,(B) = 1. 
By Corollary 5.2, B(Kn L)= B for each ,?~rr(K). Now (2.4) may be 
employed to infer that K has a normal R-complement for each GEE. 
Hence K is nilpotent. 
LEMMA 5.4. Let K he a soluble A-invariant subgroup of G. If 1, p E no are 
such that LMfML, then either KnL=l or KnM=1. 
Prooj By Lemma 4.1, PBL(M) = P’(L) = 1. The result follows since 
either Kn L<i?$(M) or KnM<&(L). 
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LEMMA 5.5. If P < C&a,) for some a,-, E 3” then P r? C,(aO). 
Proof: Suppose P< C,(a,) and let E be the A-invariant p-complement 
of C,(a,). Then C,(a*) = PE. Since E = C,(a,), C,(p) = 1 for any 
fi E B- (aO). Therefore by (2.7)(b) with P, E, and fi replacing H, J, and 
a respectively, it suffices to show that P < (PE)‘. 
By the focal subgroup theorem 
PnG’=(x-‘xglxEP,gEG,andxgEP). 
Let XE P, ge G and suppose xg~ P. Then x and xg are two elements of 
C,(Q) that are conjugate in G. Therefore x and xg are conjugate in CG(ao) 
by (2.8), that is, xg = x-” for some y E C&a@) = PE. Now, 
x-‘xg = x-‘xy = [x, y] E [P, PE] < (PE)‘. 
Thus P = P n G’ < (PE)’ is required. 
LEMMA 5.6. Suppose A, p E q, are such that LM # ML. Then with I and 
,u interchanged if necessary one of the following holds: 
(a) PL = LP, PM= MP, P = N,(L), PM = C,,(a,) for some 
aOE B# and M=N,(P), 
(b) PL = LP, PM # MP, and gM(P) = 1, 
(c) PL # LP, PM # MP, and pL(P) = PM(P) = 1. 
Proof: Since LM # ML, either N,(ZJ(P)) = 1 or N,(ZJ(P)) = 1 by 
Lemma 5.4. We suppose N,(ZJ(P)) = 1. Then N,(ZJ(P)) n (Pg’(P)) = P 
and hence P@“(P) has a normal ~-complement by the Glauberman- 
Thompson normal p-complement theorem. So P = N&Sir,(P)). If PI*(P) # I 
then PIVL(9$(P)) = NG(9L(P))p,A and so by the definition of $pL(P), 
N,(gL( P)) < ypL(P). Therefore gL(P) = L. Thus we have shown that either 
PL = LP and P = N,(L) or PL # LP and 9$(P) = 1. 
We suppose first that PL = LP and P = NP( L). Let Y = 9$,(P). Clearly, 
if Y= 1 then (b) holds. Suppose then that Yf 1; we show in this case that 
(a) holds. 
By (22)(iv), C,(aJ # I for some a,EB#. Therefore C,(a,) = 1 by 
Lemma 5.4 and applying (2.3) to O,(PY)L k L yields [ [OJPY), a,}, L] 
= 1. If [OJPY), a,] # 1 then, as L G NG( [OJPY), a,]), N,( [OJPY), aJ) 
= 1 by Lemma 5.4. But then as Cy(aO) <IV,[O,(PY), a*]), C,(a,)= 1, 
contrary to the choice of 01~. So O,(PY) = O,(PY) n C&a,). Now applying 
(2.7)(c) with P, Y replacing H, J, respectively, and using Corollary 5.2 we 
have P = C,(B)O,( PY) and so P = Cp(aO). 
By the same argument, if C,(p) # 1 for some /? E B - (a,} then 
P = C,( 8) and so P = C,(B). However, P # C,(B), for otherwise applying 
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(2.2)(vi) to N,(ZJ(P)) we see that N,(ZJ(P)) has a normal p-complement, 
whence so does G. Therefore C,(/?) = 1 for all /I E B - (cq,) and Y = C,(a,) 
by (2.2)(iv). 
If PMfMP then, as Yfl, M=C,(a,) for some ~,EB# by 
Lemma 3.3(b). Then Y< CM(q) n C,(a,) and as C,,,(ao) n C,(al) = 1 if 
(c(,,) # (a,), (cQ,) = (al). But now PM=MP= CG(~,,)p,p, a contra- 
diction. Thus PM= MP and so Y = M. Hence PM= C,,(a,,) and 
M= N,,,(P) by Lemma 5.5 and so (a) holds. 
Now suppose PL # LP and gL(P) = 1. If PM= MP then with 1 and p 
interchanged (b) holds. Suppose then that PM # MP. Let X= F&,(M), 
Y = 9)(P) and suppose Y # 1. Then, by Lemma 3.3(b), 
X= C,(B) = N,(M) and M= CMU(QJ forsomecr,EB#. 
If P=Cp(/?) for some PEB#, then as M= C,(cq,) and PM# MP, 
(8) # (q,). Therefore C,(B) = 1 and by (2.2)(vi) applied to PY, we have 
P= NP( Y). But this yields, as in the first paragraph, that Y = M. Thus 
Pf C,(b) for any /?E B#. Now O,(Lq’,(L)) = 1 by Lemma 3.3(a) and 
since B(L) = B (Lemma 5.2), 9$(L) = C,(B) = X by Lemma 3.4. 
By (2.2)(iv), C,(E) # 1 for some CIE B#. Therefore, as gL(P)= 1, 
C,(a) <<f(L) and so C,(a) = X. Also C,,,(a) = 1 by Lemma 5.4. Thus 
(O,(PY) Y) n C,(a) = O,(PY) n X. 
Since [O,(PY) n X, Y] < O,(PY) n M = 1, in particular Y normalizes 
O,(PY)nX Now an application of (2.7)(a) with Y, O,(PY), and 
O,( PY) n X replacing J, H, and K, respectively, yields [O,( PY), Y] 6 
OJPY) nX. Since also [O,(PY)nX, Y] = 1, in fact [OJPY), Y] = 1 by 
(2.2)(ii). In particular O,(PY) < NJ Y),,. By (2.14), NJ Y),, < PY and 
so N,(Y) = Y. This implies, however, that Y = M, a contradiction. Thus 
PM(P) = 1 and (c) holds. 
Since for each A E rc,,, there exists p E no such that LM # ML, we have as 
a corollary 
COROLLARY 5.7. rf PL # LP then .T?J~(P) = 1. 
Define the following set of primes: 
A = {A E n, 1 there exists 1 #K char P such that N,(K) # 1 }, 
Remark. Since N,(ZJ(P))# P (for otherwise G has a normal 
p-complement by the Glauberman-Thompson normal p-complement 
theorem) A is non-empty. 
We show in the next lemma that G has a soluble A-invariant Hall 
A-subgroup D say. 
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LEMMA 5.8. G contains a soluble A-invariant Hall A-subgroup D and 
PD = DP. 
Proof: If ;1 E A then for some 1 # K char P, N,(K) # 1. As 
N,(K) GYL(P), YL(P) # 1. Therefore PL = LP by Corollary 5.7. Thus to 
prove the lemma it s&ices to show that if {A, p} E A then LM = ML. 
Let {A, p} E A and suppose that LM # ML. Since PL = LP and 
PM= MP (by the first paragraph) we may suppose without loss that 
M = N,(P) by Lemma 5.6. However, as 1 E A, N,(K) # 1 for some 
1 # Kchar P, but also N,(K) = M # 1, contrary to Lemma 5.4. Thus 
LM = ML. 
Let T be the largest A-invariant @-subgroup of G containing D and such 
that PT= TP. 
Remarks. (i) Certainly T # 1 since 1 # D < T 
(ii) Using Lemma 5.4 and Corollary 5.7 we see that Tmust be a Hall 
subgroup of G. We show that T is in fact a Sylow 2-subgroup of G (and 
hence G has even order). 
LEMMA 5.9. T= N,(P). 
Proof: We employ (2.7)(b) to establish this result. By Lemma 5.1 we 
see that there exists p E rrO such that TM # MT. Since C,(a) # 1 for some 
aE B#, C,(a) = 1 by Lemma 5.4. 
By the definition of A, if 1 # Rchar P then N,(K) < PD < PT and so 
N,(K)’ < (PT)‘. By (2.5) 
PnG'={Pn~~~~)'l lfklchar P) 
and hence P n G’ < (PT)‘. Therefore P < (PIT)’ as P = P n G’. Now 
applying (2.7)(b) with P and T replacing H and J, respectively, yields that 
Pr!PT. 
LEMMA 5.10. n(T)=(2) d an so T is the A-invariant Sylow 2-subgroup 
of G. 
Proof. Let 1 E n(T), then L 6 T. Let EI be the A-invariant 
p-complement of N,(ZJ(L)), then N,(ZJ(L)) = N,(ZJ(L))H. By 
Lemma 5.9, T normalizes P and so L normalizes N,(ZJ(L)); also H 
is nilpotent by Lemma 5.3. Clearly then N&ZJ(L)) has a normal 
I-complement. Therefore, if % is odd G has a normal I-complement by the 
Glauberman-Thompson normal ~-complement theorem. As this is not so 
Iz = 2. Since 1 is an arbitary prime of n(T) we have that x(T) = 12 >. 
Fix rrl = rc(G) - (2, pj. 
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LEMMA 5.11. For J,E~~, TLZLT. 
Proof: Suppose by way of contradiction that TL = LT. If PL = LP then 
TL 6 T by the definition of T. However, T is the A-invariant Sylow 
2-subgroup of G by Lemma 5.10. Thus PL # LP. Let X=&(L). We shall 
apply (2.7)(a) with T, P, and X replacing J, H, and K, respectively. 
First, TPp P by Lemma 5.9. By Lemma 3.4, X= N,(L), but also 
T= C,(L) = N,(L) by Lemma 5.3. Therefore TX= N,(L)2,, and so 
[T, X] < TXn P = X. Thus T normalizes A’. 
I claim that C,,(a) <X for some u E B#. 
By (2.2)(iv), C,(a,) # 1 for some CI~ EB#. By Corollary 5.7, gL(P) = 1 
and therefore CP(al) < A’. In particular, C,(B) < 2’. If P = C,(q) for some 
cr,,~B# then,asB(T)=B,wecanchooseaEB-(a,)suchthatCda)=l. 
In this case clearly C&a) = C,(B) < X. We may therefore suppose 
P # C,(cr,) for all a0 E B”. 
Now, by Lemma 5.1, TM # MT for some p E x0. If PM = MP 
or PM # MP and O,(MY,(M)) # 1 then P = C,(Q) for some LX,, E B# 
by Lemma 5.6(a) or by Lemma 3.3(a). We may therefore suppose 
PM # MP and O,(M9$(M)) = 1. Then .Yp(M) = C,(B) by Lemma 3.4. 
Now, as PM(P) = 1 (Corollary 5.7) and C,(a) # 1 for some 
a E B#, C,,,(a) d pp(M) = C,(B). But also C,(a) = 1 by Lemma 5.4. Thus 
C&a) = C,(B) <X and the claim is proved. By (2.7)(a) we have 
[P, Tl < X. 
As L = C,(T), C,(T)L = G-(T)p,, and therefore C,(T) L < LX Hence 
C,(T) d X. However, as P = C,( T)[P, T] we now have that P = X. So 
PL = LP, a contradiction, and hence TL #LT. 
COROLLARY 5.12. If K is a soluble A-invariant subgroup of G of even 
order then K < NJ P) = PT. 
Proof Clearly K n T # 1. Therefore, by Lemmas 5.4 and 5.11, for each 
AEn,, Kn L = 1, so that K is a (2, p}-group. The corollary follows 
immediately. 
LEMMA 5.13. PT# C&a,,) for any a0 E B”. 
Proof Suppose to the contrary that PT= C&U,) for some a,, E B#. 
Then CG(tlO) = PT by Corollary 5.12. 
We show that Z(T) is weakly closed in T with respect to G. Let g E G 
and suppose that Z( T)g < T. Then Z(T) and Z( T)g are two subgroups of 
C&a,) that are conjugate in G. Therefore, by (2.8), Z(T) and Z(T)g are 
conjugate in CG(a,,), that is, Z(T)g = Z( T)h for some h E C,(q). Since 
C,(Q) = PT, h = xy for some x E T and y E P. Therefore 
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But also Z( Tfg < T, whence Z( T)g = Z(T). Thus Z(T) is weakly closed in 
T with respect o G. 
Now, by Griins’ second theorem [4, p. 2561, T n G’ = Tn N,(Z( T))‘. 
Therefore, as T = T n G’, T d N,(Z( T))‘. By Corollary 5.12, NG(Z( T)) = 
Np(Z( T)) T, and so N,(Z( T))/N,(Z( T)) g T (1” normalizes Np(Z( T)), 
using Lemma 5.9). But then T 4 No(Z(T))‘, a contradiction, and the 
lemma is proved. 
LEMMA 5.14. For JEII~, PL # LP. Furthermore 9$(L) = Cd 3) = 
N,(L). 
Proof Suppose by way of contradiction that PL = LF. By Lemma 5.11, 
TL# LT. Since T= NIPS (Lemma 5.9), T= NAZIS and hence 
N,-(ZJ(P)) = 1 by Lemma 5.4. Therefore by the ~lau~~an-Thompson 
normal p-complement heorem, P = Np(L). Now applying Lemma 5.6(a) 
(with T replacing M) we see that PT= CPr(crO) for some a,,~ B#, contrary 
to Lemma 5.13. Thus PL # LP. 
Let X= 9$(L) and suppose O,(LX) # 1. Then P = C,(a,,) for some 
ago B” by Lemma 3.3(a). Therefore [T, ao] r? PT by (2.2)(vi). By 
Lemma 5.9, [T, ao] normalizes and so centralizes P. In particular 
[K a01 < N,( O,( LX)). If [ T, cro] # 1 then, as O,( LX) # 1, N,( O,( LX)) 
is a soluble A-invariant subgroup of G of even order, Hence 
L 6 N,(O,(LX)) < PT by Corollary 5.12, a contradiction, and so 
[T, ~1~]= 1. But now PT=C,,(a,), contrary to Lemma 5.13. Thus 
O,( LX) = 1, whence X = PP( L) = C,(B) = NP( L) by Lemma 3.4. 
For reasons that will shortly become apparent we introduce the 
following hypothesis. 
HYP~THESE 5.15. Let G be a finite non~soluble group a~itting a 
coprime elementary abelian r-group of automorphisms B or order r2 for some 
prime r. Assume the following: 
(i) Co(a) is soluble for each a E B’, 
(ii) C,(B) is a p-group for some odd primep, 
(iii) ifJ. is an oddprime divisor of IGI then G has a unique B-invariant 
Sylow a-subgroup, 
(iv) if IE x0= n(G)- (p> then B(L)= B, where L is a B-invariant 
Sylow I-subgroup of G, 
(v) if G has even order then suppose that every B-invariant Sylow 
2-subgroup of G normaii~es the B-invariant Sylow p-s~group of G. 
LEMMA 5.16. Assume ~ypothes~ 3.6. Then the pair (G, B) sat~s~es 
hypothesis 515. 
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Proof: Assume Hypothesis 3.6. Then B is an elementary abelian r-group 
of automorphisms of order r* (r a prime) with (ICI, lBl)= 1, and parts (i) 
and (ii) of Hypothesis 5.15 hold by assumption. Parts (iii) and (iv) follow 
from Lemma 5.14 and Corollary 5.1. By Lemmas 5.9 and 5.10 the 
B-invariant Sylowp-subgroup of G is normalized by some B-invariant 
Sylow 2-subgroup of G. Now conjugating by elements of C,(B) and using 
(2.l)(ii) we see that (v) also holds. 
Remark. Since a minimal counterexample to Theorem 1.1 satisfies 
Hypothesis 3.6 and hence Hypothesis 5.15, it suffices to complete the proof 
of Theorem 1.1 by showing that there does not exist a group satisfying 
Hypothesis 5.15. 
We assume for the remainder of this paper that G and B satisfy 
Hypothesis 5.15 with G of minimal order. It is easily checked that every 
proper B-invariant subgroup of G is soluble and that G contains no 
non-trivial proper B-invariant normal subgroups. 
The following three results are easily proved. 
LEMMA 5.17. Every B-invariant p’-subgroup of G is nilpotent. 
LEMMA 5.18. There exist non-permuting B-invariant Sylow A, p-subgroups 
for some A, pEq, A#p. 
LEMMA 5.19. Let 1, ,u E x0 and let L and M be respectively B-invariant 
Sylow A, p-subgroups of G and suppose LM# ML. If H is a maximal 
B-invariant { 1, p )-subgroup of G then either HE Syll( G) or HE SylJG). 
Let p E x0 be odd. Then G contains unique B-invariant Sylowp, 
p-subgroups P and A4 say. Therefore Hypothesis 2.9 is satisfied (with B, p, 
and P replacing A, 1, and L, respectively). Thus results (2.10)-(2.16) and 
Lemmas 3.1-3.4 hold. 
Now the previous arguments of Section 5 carry over into the present 
situation to yield analogous results. The fact that we do not have a unique 
B-invariant Sylow 2-subgroup if G has even order makes little difference 
due to (2.l)(ii). 
LEMMA 5.20. G has even order. 
Let T be a B-invariant Sylow 2-subgroup of G and fix X, = 
n(G) - (2, P}. 
LEMMA 5.21. The following hold: 
(a) for AEZ~, TLZLT, 
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(b) for ;~EE,, PL# LP and furthermore (P, C,(B)L} is the set of 
maximal B-invariant (p, ,I}-subgroups of G. 
Partition the set of primes n, into disjoint sets d,, . . . . dk such that 
(i) if&peAi then LM=ML, 
(ii) if J.fAi and C1EAj, i#j, then LMZML. 
Let D 1, . . . . Dk be respectively the ~-invariant Hall d ,, . . . . ~~-subgroups of 
G. Then for each i= 1, . . . . k, Di is nilpotent and NG(Di) = C,(B)D, has odd 
order. Furthermore the following is easily proved. 
LEMMA 5.22. (PT, C,(B)D,, . . . . C,(B)D,) is the set of maximal 
B-invariant subgroups of G. 
Fix C = C,(B). 
The next result is crucial for the arguments of Section 6. Observe that the 
proof is invalid if we had assumed Hypothesis 3.6, hence our reason for 
considering Hypothesis 5.15. 
LEMMA 5.23. C is cyclic. 
Proof Suppose the lemma is false. Then, as C is a p-group, p an 
odd prime, C contains an elementary abelian subgroup V of order pz 
[4, p. 1993. 
Let A E rrr then V normalizes L. By (2.2)(iv), C,(v) # 1 for some v E V#. 
Since C,(v) is a soluble B-invariant subgroup of G, C,(v)C,(v) is the 
B-invariant Hall (p, If-subgroup of C,(v). Hence, as C,(v) # 1, 
C,(v)CL(v)< CL by Lemma 521(b). Thus C,fv)< C. But now 
C,(C) < C,(u) < C= C,(B), which implies by (2.2)(v) that P = C,(B), a 
contradiction. Hence C is cyclic. 
The last lemma summa~es the main results we shall need in Section 6. 
LEMMA 5.24. The following hold: 
(a) zf H is a proper B-invuri~t subgroup of G of even order then 
H< PT= N,(P), 
tb) C&J,(C)) G 1’1: 
Let I E n I and suppose L < Di then 
(c) if 1 #Kchar L then N,(K)< CDi, 
(d) if D? is a non-trivial B-invariant subgroup of Di and D,? <H, 
where H is a proper B-invariant subgroup of G, then H 4 CDi, 
(e) No(Z(Di))= CDi and Co(Z(D,)) = Di. 
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Proof: Parts (a), (c), (d) and the first part of (e) follow easily from 
Lemma 5.22. Since No(C) 6 NG(SZ1(C)) and Np(C) properly contains C, 
N&J,(C)) < PT by Lemma 5.22. Therefore C,(sZ,(C)) < NG(sL1(C)) < PT 
and (b) holds. For the second part of (e), if C~(Z(~~~~ >D;, so that 
C&Z(D,)) # 1, then, as C is cyclic, Z(Di) < C,(Sa,(C)), contrary to (b). 
6. THE PROOFOF THEOREM 1.1 
We show in this section that some non-trivial B-invariant subgroup of 
Z(7’) is weakly closed in T with respect to G. Theorem 1.1 then follows 
almost immediately. An intermediate result towards this goal is Lemma 6.7, 
which states that if z ~0” then C,(z) has a nilpotent normal 
d ,-complement. 
LEMMA 6.1. For each R E n 1, Z(L) is we&y closed in L with respect to G. 
ProoJ: The lemma follows from (2.6). For Z(L) s N&J(L)), as 
N&Z(L)) = N,(J(L)) by Corollary 5.24(c) and A- 1 does not divide 
/N&Z(L)) : C&Z(L))/ as both I and IN&Z(L))/ are odd. 
A few simple consequences of the weak closure of Z(L) appear in the 
next lemma. 
LEMMA 6.2. Assume that 2 E E,. 
(a) rfZ(L)<K<G then Kn LES~~,(K). 
(b) rfZ(L) <X< L then ~~(ZJ(~)) d N&Z(L)). 
Proof: (a) Let K,< G and suppose Z(L) d K. Let Kl be a Sylow 
A-subgroup of K containing Z(L). Then Z(L)g < K,g < L for some 
gEG. By Lemma6.1, Z(L)g=Z(L) and so gEN,(Z(L))=N,(L) by 
corollary 5.24(c). It follows that KA ,< L and hence K2 = Kn L E Syl,(K). 
(b) As Z(L) G J-6 L, z(L) 6 z(x) < ZJ(X) 6 L. If gE zv,(zJ(x)) 
then Z(LJg 6 ZJ(-Qg = ZJ(X) <L, and so go N,(Z(L)) by Lemma 6.1. 
Thus ~~(Z~(~~) <~~(Z~L)). 
LEMMA 6.3. Let K be a proper subgroup of G and suppose Z(Di) 6 Kfor 
some i. If Kn CDi is a p’-group then K has a normal A,-complement. 
Proox If I E A, then Z(L) < Z(Di) and so Z(L) < Kn L. By Lemma 6.2, 
Kn L E Syl,(K) and N,(ZJ(Kn L)) < N,(Z(L)). Since N,(L) = CDi 
(Corollary 5.24), N,(ZJ(Kn L)) < CDj and so N,(ZJ(Kn L)) < Kn CD,. 
By assumption Kn CD, is a p’-group and therefore, as Di is a normal 
p-complement of CDi, Kn CD, < Di. Thus N,(ZJ(Kn L)) < Di. Now, 
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as Di is nilpotent, N,(ZJ(Kn L)) is nilpotent and in particular 
N,(ZJ(Kn L)) has a normal &complement. As I is odd and 
Kn L E Syll(K), K has a normal I-complement, K’ say. The intersection 
filedi K’ is a normal A+omplement of K. 
We can now show that C,(z) has a normal A,-complement where 
ZED#. 
LEMMA 6.4. Zf z E D,? , then C,(z) has a normal A,-cbmplement. 
Proof Since Z(DJ < C,(z), by the previous lemma, it suffices to show 
that C,(z) n CDi is a p’-group. So let P be a Sylowp-subgrup of 
C,(z) n CDi and suppose P# 1. Since P is a p-subgroup of CDi and 
CE Syl,(CD,), Pg < C for some gg CDi. By Lemma 5.23, C is cyclic and so 
Q,(C) is the unique subgroup of C of order p. Therefore, as Pg # 1, 
Q,(pg) = Q,(C). Hence 
C,(F”) < C,(f2,(pg)) = C&2,(C)) < PT 
by Corollary 5.24(b). Since P< C,(z), pg< CG(zg), so zg~ C&P”). But 
this yields that zg E PT, which is not possible, as zg is a Ai-element while 
PT is a (2, p}-group. Thus P= 1 and C,(z) n CDi is a p’-group, as 
required. 
LEMMA 6.5. Let K be a non-trivial subgroup of G with (IKJ, IDJ) = 1. Zf 
Z(Di) normalizes K then K is not contained in a proper B-invariant subgroup 
ofG. 
Proof Suppose by way of contradiction that K< H, where H is a 
proper B-invariant subgroup of G. Then E = (K” ( a E B) < H. Clearly, E is 
a non-trivial proper B-invariant subgroup of G. Therefore N,(E) is a 
non-trivial proper B-invariant subgroup of G. 
As Z(Di) normalizes K, Z(D,)<N,(E). By Corollary 5.24(d), 
N,(E) < CDi and therefore K<E<N,(E)<CD,. As N,(Z(Di))= CDi by 
Corollary 5.24(e), K< N,(Z(Di)). Now [K, Z(D,)]<Z(Di)nK= 1, so in 
fact K < C,(Z(D,)). However, C,(Z(D,)) = Di by Corollary 5.24(e), thus 
K< Di, contrary to the assumption that (IKI, IDi/) = 1. So K is not 
contained in a proper B-invariant subgroup of G. 
LEMMA 6.6. Let aE B# and suppose Cz&a) # 1. Let ZE Cz&a)# 
then C,(z) = Di. 
Proof First, as Di < C,(z), Di is a Hall A,-subgroup of C,(z). Second, 
by Lemma 6.4, C,(z) has a normal A,-complement, H say. So C,(z) = 
DiH. Suppose by way of contradiction that H # 1. As ZE C,(a), C,(z) 
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is a-invariant and so H is a-invariant. Thus H satisfies the following 
conditions. 
(i) (IHI, IDill = 1, 
(ii) Di normalizes H, 
(iii) H is a-invariant. 
Since H# 1, we can choose a non-trivial subgroup K of G minimal subject 
to conditions (it(iii). 
Let x E WG,D,t(a)) #, then clearly C,(x) satisfies conditions (i)-(iii). 
By the minimality of K either C,(X) = 1 or K < C,(x). Suppose KG C,(x) 
for all XESL,(C,(,,)(~))# and let E be the intersection of C,(X) for all 
x E fUG,D,,(a)) #. Then E is a proper B-invariant subgroup of G which 
contains K, contrary to Lemma 6.5. Thus, for some x~s2,(C,,,~,(a))#, 
C,(x) = 1. 
Now x induces an automorphism of K of prime order which acts fixed- 
point-freely. So K is nilpotent. By the minimality of K, K must be a 
q-group, for some prime q. So XI is an a-invariant q-subgroup of G and 
therefore is contained in some a-invariant Sylow q-subgroup of G, J say, by 
(2,l)(iii). Let Q be a ~-inva~ant Syiow q-subgroup of G, then Q is also an 
a-invariant Sylow q-subgroup of G. Therefore J and Q are conjugate by an 
element of C,(a) by (2.l)(ii). Let gEC,(a) be such that Jg= Q. Then 
Kg< Q. 
By assumption Cz&a) # 1, so C,(a) < CDj by Corollary 5.24(d). 
Therefore g E CDi = DiC. Write g = dc, where d E Di and c E C. Since Di 
normalizes K, Kc = Kdc = KS < Q and Di = Df normalizes K’. Thus Kc is a 
non-trivial subgroup of G such that (liu’l, lDil) = 1, which is normalized (in 
particular) by Z(Di) and contajned in Q a proper B-invariant subgroup of 
G. This contradicts Lemma 6.5, hence H= 1 and C,(z) = Dj. 
By making use of the previous lemma we now show that the normal 
di-complement of Lemma 6.4 is nilpotent. 
LEMMA 6.7. Let z E D# then C,(z) has a nilpatent normal A,-complement. 
ProoJ: By Lemma 6.4, C,(z) has a normal A,-complement, K say. Since 
Z(Di) < C,(z), Z(Di) normalizes K. By (2.2)(iv), Czco,,(a) # 1 for some 
a E B”. Let zO be an element of prime order in C,,,,(a). Then Co(zO) = Di 
by Lemma 6.6 and so C,(z,,) = 1. Now, zO induces an automorphism of K 
of prime order which acts fixed-point-freely, whence K is nilpotent. 
LEMMA 6.8, Let a E 3” and suppose Cz&a) # 1. Let t E CZ&a)# then 
C,(t)< PT=N,(P). 
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Proof. We first show that C,(t) is a (2, p )-group. For suppose not, 
then IC,(t)l is divisible by some A E n,. Then, as C,(C) is a-invariant 
(t E C,(a)), C,(t) contains a non-trivial E-invariant Sylow A-subgroup, 1 
say. Since L the B-invariant Sylow A-subgroup of G is in particular an 
a-invariant Sylow A-subgroup of G, Lg < L for some g E C,(a). 
Now, L < Dj for some i= 1, . . . . k and by Lemma6.7, CG(Eg) has a 
nilpotent normal d,complement. Therefore, as tg E C,(Lg),. C,(Eg) has a 
non-trivial normal Sylow 2-subgroup, T say. Since Z(Di) < C&Egg), Z(Di) 
normalizes T. By Lemma 6.5, T is not contained in a proper B-invariant 
subgroup of G. 
Now, Eg is ~-invariant, so CG(Eg) is a-invariant and since 
Tchar C,(,?), T is a-invariant also. Therefore T is an a-invariant 
2-subgroup of G. Since T is in particular an a-invariant Sylow 2-subgroup 
of G, T< Th for some he C,(a). By assumption Cz&a)# 1, so 
C,(a) < PT by Corollary 5.24(a). Therefore h E PT and T< Th < PT, con- 
trary to the previous paragraph. Thus C,(t) is a {2, p )-group. 
Let P be an a-invariant Sylow p-subgroup of C,(t). Then, since T is a 
Sylow 2-subgroup of C,(t) (t E Z(T)) and C,(t) is a { 2, p )-group, C,( t ) = 
PT. Since P is an a-invariant p-subgroup of G and P is in particular an 
a-invariant Sylowp-subgroup of G, P g’Pk for some kc C,(a). But 
C,(a) < PT= N,(P) and so P < P. Therefore C,(t) = PT< PT. 
LEMMA 6.9. Z(T) contains a non-triviai B-invariant subgroup, Z say, 
which is weakly closed in T with respect to G. 
Proof By (2.2)(iv), C,{.,(a) # 1 for some CIE B#. We show that 
Z = Cs,t(a) is in fact strongly closed in T with respect to G. Let t E Z, 
g E G and suppose fg E T. We need to show that tg E Z. 
By Lemma 6.8, C,(t) < N,(P). Therefore C,(tg) < N,(Pg). Since tg E T, 
Z(T) 6 C,(tg). Thus Z(T) normalizes Pg and in particular 2 
normalizes PR. 
Now Z is non-cyclic, for otherwise Q,(Z) has order 2, in which case B 
centralizes sZ,(Z). Let Y be a Klein 4-group of Z. Then Y normalizes Pg 
and so Pg = (Pg n C,(v) ( v E V” ) by (2.2)(iv). By Lemma 6.8, C,(U) < 
N,(P) for VE V#. Therefore Pg < N,(P) and hence Pg = P, that is, 
g E NG( P) = PT. Write g = xy, where x E T and y E P. Then, as t E Z < Z(T) 
and P (1 PI; 
But also tg E T, hence tg E ZP n T = Z and the lemma is proved. 
Let Z be the subgroup ‘of Lemma 6.9. Since N,(Z) is a proper 
B-invariant subgroup of G of even order NJZ) < PT by Corollary 524(a). 
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Clearly then NJZ) = Np(Z) TE Np(Z). Since NJZ) T’ a N,(Z) and 
N,(Z)/N,(Z) T’ z T/T’, which is abelian, NJZ)’ 6 Np(Z) T’. 
As Z is weakly closed in T with respect o G, the proof of Griins’ second 
theorem [4, p. 2561 yields that Tn G’= Tn (N,(Z)‘). But T= Tn G’ so 
that T< NJZ)’ and thus T<N,(Z)T’. This contradiction establishes the 
following result. 
LEMMA 6.10. There does not exist a group satisfying Hypothesis 5.15. 
Proof of Theorem 1.1. A minimal counterexample to Theorem 1.1 
satisfies Hypothesis 3.6 and hence satisfies Hypothesis 5.15 by Lemma 5.16. 
This, however, contradicts Lemma 6.10. Thus no such counterexample 
exists and Theorem 1.1 is proved. 
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